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Abstrat
In this paper the modiation of the method onventionally used for
the modeling of the massive fermions prodution and deays is pro-
posed. The step by step algorithm is presented. Under the strit
onditions the proposed method of modeling allow distintly raise the
eieny of the omputations.
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Simulation of massive fermion prodution (let us denote it F ) with sub-
sequent deay frequently ours in High Energy Physis. Indeed, the angular
distributions of the fermion deay produts are very sensitive to its polariza-
tion.
The most obvious way is the alulation of the squared amplitude of the
whole proess inluding the fermion deays. However suh way may be a-
ompanied by some diulties. First, the alulation of the amplitude of the
whole proess (inluding the deay hain) ould be rather umbersome. More
over the orresponding nal state an appear without the massive fermion
ontribution. In other words the nal state of the proess ould be the result
of the additional diagrams not ontaining F at all (see Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: The example of the diagrams desribing the proess with the same nal
state. Diagram a) orresponds to the massive fermion F resonane ontribution.
Here F deays into bW . Diagram b) has the same nal state, but not ontains
fermion F .
However, one an assume that the invariant mass of the F deay produts
is lose to fermion mass mF . In this ase the ontribution of non-resonane
diagrams (see Fig.1b) will be notably suppressed.
Fairly often the problem ould be simplied with the narrow resonane
approximation, i.e. the intermediate fermion is onsidered to be ¾on the
shell¿ (p2F = m
2
F , pF is 4-momentum of the fermion F ). Suh approah
allows to simplify the alulations and split the simulation into two steps:
1. the prodution of the massive polarized fermion;
2. the subsequent deay of the polarized fermion
Thereby the squared amplitude of the proess an be written in the ¾fator-
ized¿ form:
|A|2 = |AProd(s)|2 · |ADec(s)|2 ⊗ Φ(s). (1)
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Here AProd(s) and ADec(s) are the amplitudes desribing the prodution and
deay of the polarized fermion, s denotes the spin of the fermion ((spF ) = 0)
and Φ(s) is the fator of ¾spin transfer¿ from prodution to deay.
The problem posed in suh way used to be solved within the method
of spiral amplitudes [1℄. In this method the amplitudes of the fermion F
prodution and deay alulated depending on the dierent heliities (λi).
Than the total amplitude of the proess an be performed as the following
sum:
|A|2 =
∑
λi,λj
AProd(λi)A
Dec(λi) · (A
Prod(λj))
+(ADec(λj))
+, (2)
The equivalent approah was proposed by Jadah and Was [2℄. They
showed that expression (2) an be rewritten as follows:
|A|2 = |AProd0 |
2 · |ADec0 |
2(1 + ~H~V ). (3)
Here AProd0 and A
Dec
0 are the amplitudes of unpolarized fermion prodution
and deay.
~H and ~V are so-alled polarization vetors. They are determined
in the fermion rest frame and ontain information about fermion spin.
|AProd(s)|2 = |AProd0 |
2 (1 + (Hs)) (4)
|ADec(s)|2 = |ADec0 |
2 (1 + (V s)) (5)
One example is given below. Aordingly to (5) the matrix element
squared for the t quark deay to bW+ with the following deay of W+ boson
to ℓν an be written as follows:
|M |2 = 2
(pbpν)(ptpℓ)
(p2w −M
2
W )
2 + Γ2WM
2
W
×
[
1−
mt(pℓs)
(ptpℓ)
]
, (6)
where pt, pb, pl, pnu are the momenta of the t and b quarks and nal leptons,
ΓW and MW are the total deay width and the mass of the W -boson. Hene
one an derive the polarization vetor for this deay
V µ = −
mtp
µ
ℓ
(ptpℓ)
(7)
As an example for expression (3) the proess ud¯ → tb¯, t → bℓν is
onsidered (see Fig.2).
Using (6) the expliit expression for the matrix element squared of this
proess an be written in the form (ompare to (3)) as follows:
|M |2 ∝
(
g4
(pupb¯)(ptpd¯)
(p2w1 −M
2
W )
2 + Γ2WM
2
W
)
×
(
g4
(pbpν)(ptpℓ)
(p2w2 −M
2
W )
2 + Γ2WM
2
W
)
× (1 + ~nℓ ~nd¯) , (8)
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Figure 2: Feynman diagram for the proess ud¯→ bℓνb¯
where ~nℓ and ~nd¯ are diretions of ℓ
+
and d¯-quark momenta in t-quark rest
frame.
Fairly often the expression (3) is preferable in the numerial alulations
sine it redues the quantity of logial operation. Suh onventional method
of simulation uses disarding tehnique (the rejet-and aept method) [3℄
and supposes realization of the following algorithm (see details in [2℄):
1) to alulate the lal momenta of the partiles from the fermion F pro-
dution proess;
2) aording to a given kinematis to evaluate the polarization vetor
~H
in F rest frame;
3) to perform simulation of the F -fermion deay and to x the deay
produts kinematis;
4) to evaluate the deay polarization vetor
~V (in F rest frame);
5) to alulate the additional weightW = (1+ ~H~V ) and using a disarding
tehnique to rejet or aept an event;
6) if the event is disarded than return to step 3).
However using this algorithm one an expet the inrease of omputation time
in ase of ompliated expressions for the massive fermion matrix elements.
In this Note the modiation of this algorithm is proposed. Very often
suh modiation allows to raise an eieny of the numerial alulations.
The basi ondition of the modied algorithm appliation is |~V | = const,
i.e. the vetor
~V absolute value must be independent of the fermion deay
simulation results.
One should notie that the value of the additional weight W = (1+ ~H~V )
(see step 5 of the algorithm) depends on the diretion of
~V only. Besides the
dierent kinematis of the deay an lead to the same polarization vetor
~V .
This ideas are the basi for our modied algorithm.
Thus we oer to hose orretly the polarization vetor
~V (atually the
diretion of
~V ) before the fermion deay simulation. Corretly means in
order to aept an event. Hene the algorithms steps starting from step 3)
modies:
3
3as) hose the
~V diretion using an disarding tehnique with the weight
W = 1 + ~H~V ;
4as) to simulate the massive fermion deay ;
5as) to evaluate the polarization vetor ~v orresponding to the F deay
kinematis (mote, that in general ~v 6= ~V sine the vetors may have
dierent diretions);
6as) to rotate the referene system so that vetor ~v oinides with ~V in F
rest frame .
Let us point out that for eah aepted event the simulation of fermion
deay made just one. This fat is for sure an advantage of the proposed
algorithm. Note, that the method desribed above an be laso used in ase of
two fermions prodution with a subsequent deays. In this ase the additional
weight takes the form:
W2 = 1 + ~h1~v1 + ~h2~v2 + hikv
i
1v
k
2 . (9)
where (like in (3)) two vetors h1,2 and tensor hik are determined by produ-
tion kinematis. The simulation of suh two fermions deays and the turning
of the referene systems should be made independently.
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